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Intellect is pleased to announce that *Journal of Science & Popular Culture* 3.2 is out now!

For more information about the issue and journal, click here >> [https://www.intellectbooks.com/journal-of-science-popular-culture](https://www.intellectbooks.com/journal-of-science-popular-culture)

Aims & Scopes

Science permeates contemporary culture at multiple levels, from the technology in our daily lives to our dreams of other worlds in fiction. The Journal of Science & Popular Culture is a peer-reviewed academic publication that seeks to explore the complex and evolving connections between science and global society. It strongly reinforces interdisciplinary and multidisciplinary research, opening up new possibilities for inquiry across and between the humanities and sciences.
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Editorial

*Could vaccine hesitancy prolong the pandemic?*

STEVEN GIL

Articles

*Galaksija: Representation of science in Yugoslavia’s socialist-era popular science magazine*
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Didactic and artistic representations of prehistoric hominins: Who were we? Who are we now?

REBECCA HENDERSHOTT

The culture of flat earth and its consequences

DÓNAL MAC ERLAINE

All the creatures of the wheel at stake: Re-assessing science, anti-science and religion in *The Omega Man*

STEFANO BIGLIARDI

Perspectives

Presenting a constructive image of the processes of undertaking science and medical research through fiction in the wake of the 2019–20 COVID-19 pandemic

SEAN FITZGERALD